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Abstract – Introduction: Intentional replantation is a recognized endodontic procedure in cases in which root
Key words:
canal and surgical endodontic treatments are not recommended. Although not frequently used, intentional
Tooth Replantation /
periodontal ligament / replantation is a treatment option that dentists should consider. Three keys point should be keep in mind to ensure
the success of replantation procedure. To overcome any complications, the surgical procedure have to be rigorous,
periodontal splints
the extra-alveolar time properly managed, and the splint adapted. In the other hand, the knowing of the
indications and the advantages is advocated for the success of this procedure. Conclusion: When standard
protocols of intentional replantation are followed, clinical and radiological success is expected. From this point of
view, intentional replantation should be considered as a viable therapeutic and not as a procedure of last resort

Introduction
Conventional root canal treatment is the therapeutic of
choice for managing pulpal and periapical inflammation or
infection. However, even when non-surgical treatment has
perfectly been performed, periapical lesion and related symptoms may persist [1].
Apical surgery is often the last resort to treat persistent
periapical lesion in an endodontically treated or retreated
tooth, allowing millions of people to preserve their natural
teeth [2].
Despite providing high long-term survival and success rates,
apical surgery may be difficult to perform due to anatomical
obstacles such as the mental foramen or the mandibular canal,
not to mention that it might be challenging in molars because
of limitations in instrumental access, mainly on the lingual or
palatal roots [3].
From this point of view, intentional replantation may be
an alternative choice for some of these cases [4,5].
*

Intentional replantation is defined as the extraction of
the tooth and its reinsertion into the socket after sealing the
resected root end with a root-end filling material [6].
Replantation is not a new procedure. It has been performed for more then ten centuries. Abu Al-Qasim described the
first replantation technique using ligatures to splint the
replanted tooth [7].
Over the years, the procedures of the intentional replantation have been progressively modified and refined.
To date, our understanding of this technique, its outcome
and its complications derive largely from the long-term studies of Andersen [8].
Due to the lack of long-term evidence, intentional replantation is often considered as a procedure of last resort. However, in an effort to retain the natural tooth, intentional
replantation should be considered as a reliable and predictable procedure.
The aims of this review are to summarize the surgical
knowledge of this procedure, discuss their advantages and
disadvantages, reveal the clinical criteria for optimal case
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Fig. 1. During extraction, the vitality preservation of a sound periodontal ligament around the extracted root surface (a) and into the socket
wall (b) is necessary to obtain retention and healing of intentionally replanted teeth.

selection and eventually propose the critical factors that may
influence the outcome of intentional replantation procedure.

Tooth replantation procedure
It’s been well documented that the vitality preservation of
a sound periodontal ligament around the extracted root surface
is necessary to obtain a successful intentional replantation.
From this point of view, the goal of the surgical procedure is
to prevent mechanical and chemical damage, during extraction, extra-oral time and the replantation.
Atraumatic surgical technique
To prevent damage of the periodontal ligament, the use of
an elevator during extraction time should be avoided. Moreover, the beak of the conventional forceps should be firmly
placed on the crown above the cementoenamel junction while
exerting a slow luxation force [3,9,10] (Fig. 1).
Due to previous root canal treatment, extensive restoration and the presence of posts, many teeth which are destined
for intentional replantation are already weakened, which
increases the possibility of tooth fracture [11].
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Therefore, new methods and materials were suggested to
assure a safe extraction for a successful intentional replantation without crown or root fracture.
The use of periotome, powered periotome or even piezosurgery may help in removing the tooth with little or no
trauma to the root surface and periodontal ligament and
decrease the incidence of a root fracture [12,13].
Lately, Choi et al suggested that using physics forceps
could be considered as a reliable extraction instrument for a
successful intentional replantation [14,15].
On the other hand, a new method of atraumatic and safe
extraction using orthodontic extrusion was recommended for
intentional replantation.
As a matter of fact, 2 to 3 weeks before extraction, orthodontic extrusion can increase both tooth mobility and periodontal ligament volume permitting an easier extraction
without a risk of tooth fracture [15].
Extra-alveolar time
Once the tooth has been extracted, care should be taken
to avoid any contact with the socket wall, and thus, prevent
damage of the remaining periodontal ligament which is the
key in promoting reattachment [3,9] (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2. Continuous immersion technique permit to place the tooth in humid environment (a,b) to more easily perform root-end resection (c),
preparation (d), and placement of root-end fillings (e).

Subsequently, any existing granulation tissue should be
removed using a small curette without involving any sharp
curettage of the socket wall.
Also, to avoid damage to the periodontal ligament, the
extracted tooth should be always held gently on the crown
with moist gauze whilst the root-end treatment is carried
extraorally [3].
It is generally accepted that 3 mm resection starting from
the apical tip of the root with a high speed diamond bur will
permit a thorough preparation of the cavity and the placement of a biomaterial as a retrograde seal.
It is important to keep the tooth in a humid environment,
as in Viaspan solution, saline or Hank’s buffered salt solution,
to maintain it moist. This will actually maintain the periodontal ligament vital and therefore reduce complications after
replantation procedure [9].
Recently, continuous immersion of the tooth in solution
was described in order to perform easier root-end resection,
preparation, and placement of root-end fillings [10] (Fig. 2).
Moreover, numerous studies suggested treating root surface before replantation with solutions such as tetracycline,
citric acid or EDTA in order to enhance reattachment of the
periodontal ligament on the socket wall [16,17].

Conditioning the root surface with culture media or with
enamel matrix protein prior to replantations has been also
described [18,19].
However, although some of these different surface treatments do have certain experimental evidence, and are used
today in clinical practice, there is no evidence to be recognized as recommendations for the time being and further investigation should be made [20].
More important than the root conditioning, maintaining
the vitality of the periodontal ligament during the extraalveolar time is absolutely necessary to ensure the best possible outcome of the intentional replantation. It is well know
that the remaining periodontal ligament may heal after
replantation [21].
Because that the viability of periodontal ligament exposed
to the extra-oral space decreased rapidly after 18 minutes, the
extra-oral procedure time should be reduced as much as possible in order to obtain optimal healing [22,23].
Splint
To date, there are no clinical guidelines specifically adapted for the intentional replantation. However, the outcomes
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of splinting types and duration on periodontal healing have
been widely studied on replanted teeth. A recent evidencebased appraisal of the literature indicates that splint type and
duration were not generally a significant variable in relation
to healing outcomes [24].
Although, ankylosis and replacement resorption may be
observed with a long-term splinting, significant improvements
outcomes with short-term spliting have not been shown [2527].
Now it’s recommended that the tooth be splinted for up to
two weeks contrary to six weeks as before [24].
Moreover, the prognosis of splinting types on replanted
teeth outcome is not well assessed to date [28].
Despite the fact that the splint type should permit physiological movement during the fixation period, recent evidencebased studies demonstrate that splint types do not affect the
outcome of the periodontal healing process [24,28].
Others studies show that suture splint appears to be more
favorable than wire composite splint. Indeed, suture splinting
provides physiological loading on the replanted teeth, which
might facilitate periodontal healing [28,29].
Unfortunately, there is still a lack of evidence concerning
splinting duration and types and it is now recommended that
the tooth should be splinted for up to two weeks with flexible
types [24].
Antibiotics
With regard to the influence of systemic antibiotics, several studies suggest that their prescription may prevent complications to the replanted teeth [30,31].
In 2009, a systematic review demonstrated that there are
insufficient clinical benefits for administration of antibiotics
in cases of dental replantation.
On the other hand, in agreement with recent meta-analysis, the Affssaps recommendations, state that prescribing
antibiotics may prevent complications and increase the
survival rate of replanted teeth, which is in agreement with
recent meta-analysis [29,32].

Healing and complications
As mentioned previously, vitality of periodontal ligament
cell, affected by extraoral time and storage conditions, has
greater effect on healing than splinting period or type[33].
When these factors are properly managed, favorable
healing occurs and the complete regeneration of the periodontal ligament along the root surface takes about 7 to 10
days [34].
However, during replantation procedure surface root may
get damaged. And so, depending on the degree of this
damage, various complications can occur.
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If there is only a small damaged area, cells which have the
potential to form a new cementum and periodontal ligament
are capable to cover the damaged root. This type of healing is
termed surface resorption. Clinically, the tooth is asymptomatic and has a normal percussion tone [35].
As reported by Andreasen et al., ankylosis comes about
when more than 9 mm2 of the surface root is damaged [36].
Ankylosis is defined by the fusion of the bone and the root
surface; consequently, the tooth is not mobile and gives a
high percussion tone. Over the time, physiologic bone turnover takes place and similarly to the adjacent bone, the root is
resorbed and replaced with bone. This process is called replacement resorption.
If inflammatory stimulus persists, healing cannot occur
and inflammatory resorption takes place. During this process,
bone is resorbed until the tooth becomes mobile and extruded
(Fig. 3).
Indications
Past negative opinions may limit the consideration of
intentional replantation. In 1966, Grossman stated that intentional replantation should be ‘‘a procedure of last resort.’’ and
proposed a wide range of indications for performing intentional replantation [6].
Over the time, these indications evolved and refined in
order to be more suitable for this procedure.
The failure of an endodontic treatment or retreatment
when periapical surgery is not feasible is one of the most common indication for tooth replantation. This situation may be
associated with a wide range of others complications including iatrogenic or natural canal obstruction such as crowns,
posts or fractured instruments [5,37].
Intentional replantation is also indicated for root perforation when it is too large to repair and when the perforation is
surgically inaccessible without requiring excessive bone
removal [38].
Intentional replantation has been also described for
managing vertical root fracture after extra-oral bonding of the
fractured fragment. Based on this procedure, several case
reports and clinical studies showed promising results especially for single rooted teeth [39,40,41,42].
Finally, although intentional replantation is not recommended for teeth with periodontal disease [9], recent studies
showed good results in periodontally compromised teeth. [43]
(Fig.4).
Survival rates
Until this day, there is a lack of consensus on the criteria
describing a successful intentional replanted teeth or the
amount of root resorption that constituted a failure. Success
was variously and arbitrarily defined as the retention of the
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Fig. 3. Intentionally replanted mandibular second molar assessed as complication. (a) Radiographic image before treatment. The tooth was
symptomatic. Orthograde retreatment was attempted, but canals could not be renegotiated. (b)Postoperative radiograph of the replanted
molar after apical resection and root end filling. (c) Radiographic image after 1 month . Periapical radiolucency appeared increased, and the
tooth was asymptomatic. (d) Radiographic image after 3 month. Periapical radiolucency expanded and the replanted tooth become mobile.

tooth, which may reach as long as 3, 5 or 10 years [5].
From this point of view, recent prospective study of intentional replantation suggested a cumulative 12-year retention
rate of 93% [44].
Moreover, in others studies, radiographic evaluation of
the periapical healing or in combination with functional success is assessed to describe the success of this procedure [40,
45].
According to these heal and fonctional criteria, Lee
showed in prospective study including 159 teeth that healed
rates declined from 91% at 6 months to 77% at 3 years and
longer [44].
Furthermore, the outcomes of intentionally replanted
teeth may be influenced by various factors including tooth
morphology and location, patients’ oral hygiene and age, or
orthodontic extrusion before intentional replantation.

Comparison of dental implants and intentional
replanted teeth
Before choosing a treatment option, it is mandatory to
compare replanted teeth with implants because both techniques have similar purposes.
In a recent systematic review, a comparison showed a survival rate of 88% for intentionally replanted teeth and 97%
for the implant supported single crowns with a mean of 4
years of follow- up [5].
The extremely high survival rate for implant-supported
single crowns identifies this procedure as the treatment of
choice for replacing missing or hopeless teeth.
However, before choosing the treatment option, it is
necessary to know the advantages and the disadvantages for
each procedure.
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Fig. 4. Intentional replantation for periodontally involved hopeless teeth presenting external resorption assessed as success. (a) Postoperative
radiograph of the replanted central incisor after apical resection, root end filling and management of the external resorption using Biodentine.
(b) Radiographic image after 3 months. Periapical radiolucency appeared decreased, and the tooth was asymptomatic. (c) Radiographic image
after 5 months showing complete resolution of the periapical radiolucency and vertical bone gain.

Age of the patient

Time

Contrary to tooth replantation, implants are contraindicated in growing children. Indeed, implants do not grow along
with the developing dentition, which results in infraocclusion
aside from esthetic and functional problems [35,46].
On the other hand, given that bone turnover follows a
slower pace in adult patients, replanted teeth can remain normal in function and esthetics for many years even when the
ankylosis or replacement resorption take place.
From this point of view, for growing patient, intentional
transplantation, offers several advantages such as maintaining a viable periodontal ligament, offering the possibility of
an orthodontic movement, continuous alveolar growth while
preserving alveolar volume; in case of failure, the replanted
tooth do not exclude the option of implant placement.

Surgical and post-surgical operations are generally easier
for replanted teeth than for implant-supported single crowns.
Indeed, the position of replanted teeth is already established.
In contrast, implant therapy requires diagnostic wax up and
several prosthetic steps to permit a correct placement [47].

Function
After replantation, the healing occurs rapidly and the
function is obtained almost immediately.
Replanted teeth also provide periodontal proprioception
just like other natural teeth. Finally, osteoinducting properties that result in bone regeneration around the replanted
teeth may also be considered as an advantage comparing to
implant.
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Conclusion
Although until this day intentional replantation is considered « the procedure of the last resort », dentists may still
be unfamiliar with this technique. However, when the
procedure is carefully performed with proper case selection,
success can be expected with an acceptable survival rate.
Intentional replantation should be considered as an
alternative treatment in the selected case and should be part
of the therapeutic armamentarium
Knowledge of the prognosis, the surgical procedure, the
risk and benefits may assist patients and dentists in effective
decision-making.
Conflicts of interest: the authors declare that they have no
conflicts of interest in relation to this article.
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